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Why sterile neutrinos?

The 3 neutrino oscillation paradigm

The discovery of neutrino oscillations established the first piece of
physics BSM: neutrinos have mass!

Decades of experiments have drawn a picture consistent with the
mixing of three active neutrinos, formalized by the PMNS unitary
matrix

BUT

a certain number of anomalies shows a tension with the 3 flavor
framework, pointing towards a new parameter region ∆m2 ∼ eV2

however, the Z invisible decay width measured at LEP bound
Nactive = 3 (active neutrinos with mν . MZ/2)

the extraordinary consequence of a possible sterile neutrino
discovery calls for a conclusive experimental search
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Why sterile neutrinos?

Sterile neutrino

What is a sterile neutrino?

A sterile neutrino is a neutral lepton which does NOT couple to W /Z
Sterile neutrino is a “natural” consequence of neutrinos having non-zero
mass, we do NOT need exotic particles!

SM naturally provides inactive SU(2)L singlets, with no “a priori” mass
scale, that can mix with the active doublets

minimal extensions of the SM introduce right-handed sterile νR with
CP-conjugate νc

L

no need to assume other New Physics BSM

To cope with experimental “anomalies”, the new mass term should be
small: O(eV) → light steriles!
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The physics case Motivation

Experimental tensions

Experimental tensions arise between the well established 3ν scenario and
the recently observed “anomalies”:

1 ν̄e appearance signals

excess of ν̄e originated by initial ν̄µ: LSND/MiniBooNE
but no νe excess signal from νµ → νe

2 ν̄e/νe disappearance signals

deficit in the ν̄e fluxes from nuclear reactors
reduced νe event rate from MCi calibration sources in Gallium
experiments

Also cosmological data (CMB and LSS observations) favor the existence of a 4th

light degree of freedom
Neff ∼ 4 −→ preference for one light sterile neutrino

All these anomalies point towards the possible existence of (at least)
one sterile neutrino driving oscillations in the ∆m2 ∼ 1 eV2 range
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The physics case SBL anomalies

SBL anomalies
Appearance signals

LSND: first piece of evidence in favor of beyond 3ν oscillations (3.8σ)

appearance of ν̄e from ν̄µ, interpreted as oscillation with ∆m2∼1 eV2

MiniBooNE tested LSND parameter
region

(ν-mode) result: incompatible

(ν̄-mode) result: compatible

ν̄µ → ν̄e probabilityFigure 41. The MiniBooNE oscillation allowed region in antineutrino mode agrees well with LSND.

Figure 42. The MiniBooNE L/E distribution in antineutrino mode (red data points) agrees well with LSND
(black data points).

88

Black: LSND; Red: MiniBooNE

Allowed parameter space

Figure 41. The MiniBooNE oscillation allowed region in antineutrino mode agrees well with LSND.

Figure 42. The MiniBooNE L/E distribution in antineutrino mode (red data points) agrees well with LSND
(black data points).
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The physics case Reactor and Gallium anomalies

Reactor and Gallium anomalies
Disappearance signals

∼6% deficit in the ν̄e reactor rates, given the recent and carefully
recomputed fluxes (3.0σ)

5-20% deficit in the νe rates from intense calibration source in
Gallium experiments (2.7σ)

Combining Gallium and
reactor anomalies:

compatible phase space
regions

∆m2
new ≈ eV2,

sin2(2θnew ) ≈ 0.1
arXiv:1101.2755v4
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FIG. 6. Allowed regions in the sin2(2θnew)−∆m2
new plane obtained from the fit of the reactor neutrino data to the 3+1 neutrino

hypothesis, with sin2(2θ13) = 0. The left panel is the combination of the reactors and the gallium experiment calibration results
with 51Cr and 37Ar radioactive sources. The right panel is the combination of the reactors and our reanalysis of the MiniBooNE
data following the method of Ref. [56]. In both cases the ILL energy spectrum information is not included.

Our ILL re-analysis, including only the en-
ergy spectrum shape, leads to the allowed regions
in the sin2(2θnew) − ∆m2

new plane presented in
Figure 7. We notice a hint of neutrino oscil-
lations such that |∆m2

new,ILL−shape| > 1 eV2 and

sin2(2θnew,ILL−shape) ∼ 0.2, in agreement with our
fourth neutrino hypothesis, but still compatible with the
absence of oscillations at the 1σ level. Figure 3 is our
reproduction of the illustration 3 of Ref. [2]; we superim-
posed the oscillation pattern that would be induced by
neutrino oscillations at our best fit (combined analysis).
The ILL positron spectrum is thus in agreement with
the oscillation parameters found independently in our
re-analyses, mainly based on rate information. Because
of the differences in the systematic effects in the rate
and shape analyses, this coincidence is in favor of a true
physical effect rather than an experimental anomaly. As
a cross check we performed a Monte-Carlo simulation of
the ILL and Bugey-3 experiments, including the finite
spatial extension of the nuclear reactors and the ILL and
Bugey-3 detectors. We found that the small dimensions
of the ILL nuclear core lead to small corrections of the
oscillation pattern imprinted on the positron spectrum.
However the large extension of the Bugey nuclear core is
sufficient to wash out most of the oscillation pattern at
15 m. This explains the absence of shape distortion in
the Bugey-3 experiment.

Table III summarizes all the results of our fits of reac-
tor, gallium, and MiniBooNE-ν data to the sterile neu-
trino oscillation hypothesis. We observe that all the data
sets taken separately are very consistent with one an-
other, pointing to very similar oscillation parameters. We
thus performed a global fit to all available data.

The no-oscillation hypothesis is disfavored at
99.8% C.L. The significance is dominated by the
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FIG. 7. Allowed regions in the sin2(2θnew) − ∆m2
new plane

obtained from a fit of the ILL energy spectrum shape only.
The best fit value reported by the authors of Ref. [36] is very
close to our best fit, at |∆m2

new| ∼2 eV2, but it is worth noting
its poor statistical significance, compatible with the absence
of oscillations at the 1σ level. The best-fit point is indicated
by a star.

gallium and reactor data. Allowed regions in the
sin2(2θnew) − ∆m2

new plane are displayed in Figure 8,
together with the marginal ∆χ2 profiles for |∆m2

new| and
sin2(2θnew). The combined fit leads to the following con-
straints on oscillation parameters: |∆m2

new| > 1.5 eV2

(95% C.L.) and sin2(2θnew) = 0.14 ± 0.08 (95% C.L.).
An embryo of possible consequences of this result will
be discussed in Section VIII.
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The ultimate experiment

The ultimate experiment

Compelling question arised from the experimental hints:
is there one (or more) sterile neutrino(s)?

The experiment which may disentangle all the “anomalies”

!!!Laura!Patrizii! ! !!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!INFN!Bologna!

40!

28 

The!experiment!which!may!
disentangle!all!the!anomalies!

a!ShortHBaseHLine!Neutrino!Beam!

νµ% AND νµ%
in Apppearance (νe) 

Measure at L/E corresponding at Δm2�1 eV2 

in Disappearance (νµ) 
AND 

with ≥ 2 sites 

 Measure!Electrons!and!Muons!in!a!wide!range!(0.2!–!2!GeV)!
 Measure!ChargeHId!
  Low!systematics!
  High!rate!capability!(for!both!beams!and!detectors)!

23 combs L.Stanco©*
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The ultimate experiment Detector concept

A new approach to sterile oscillations at CERN/SPS

A direct and unambiguous measurement of an oscillatory pattern requires
necessarily the (simultaneous) observation at several different distances:
the only way to identify both ∆m2 and sin2(2θ)

ICARUS
Imaging detector capable to
identify unambiguously ALL

reaction channels with a
LAr-TPC
NESSiE

Magnetic spectrometers to
determine muon charge and

momentum

Installation at CERN!

Slide 21"

!

European Strategy for Neutrino Oscillations  May 2012 "

−→ Two LAr-TPC’s followed by magnetized spectrometers in NEAR (300 m) and
FAR (1600 m) positions
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The ultimate experiment Detector concept

Detector concept

NESSiE (Neutrino Experiment with SpectrometerS in Europe)
Charge and momentum measurements in CC neutrino interactions

Fundamental:
measure precisely νµ disappearance in a wide energy range, a key (so
far unknown) effect
separate νµ from ν̄µ in order to address CPV issues, especially in the
ν̄µ beam (thus reducing the data taking period)
measure the neutrino flux at the Near detector, to keep systematics as
low as possible
normalize NC/CC rates

Challenging:

find best compromise between active and passive materials
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The ultimate experiment Detector concept

A new neutrino beam from the CERN-SPS

A new neutrino facility in the CERN North Area

synergy between Short and Long Baseline projects

I. Efthymiopoulos - NuTownMeeting, May 10 2012 18

Short Baseline ν beam in the SPS North Area (SBL2NA)

Layout parameters
‣ primary beam : 100 GeV,  ν-beam : ~2 GeV 
‣ target station at the TCC2 level (~11m underground)

- Lateral distance defined by the location of the near&far 
detectors

- sufficient distance from TCC2 to allow works during NA 
operation 

- not really mandatory but better if we can, at least for 
civils

- Cavern design like NuMI (LBNE)

‣ decay pipe : 80m, 3m diameter
‣ beam dump : 15m of Fe with graphite core, followed 

by μ stations
‣ ν-beam angle : pointing upwards

- at -3m in the far detector --> ~5mrad slope

SBL2NA BeamTarget
Station

near det
(330m)

middle det
(1100m)

far det
(1600m)

BA2
SPS Extraction

TT20

Primary beam: 100 GeV protons
from SPS

ν-beam energy: ∼ 2 GeV
ν-beam angle: pointing upwards

∼ 5 mrad slope
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The ultimate experiment NESSiE

NESSiE iron dipolar magnets

B = 1.5 T

750$cm$

FAR$

NEAR$

Coils$

B"

detector$$
layers$

1800$+$700$$m2$of$RPC$
20,000+12,000$digital$channels$
Precision$Trackers$$

B"
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The ultimate experiment NESSiE

NESSiE air magnet

Fully new concept of a 40 m2 transverse area magnetic field in air
(B = 0.25 T)

The air magnet single coil structure

AIR-Magnets!

Slide 20"

Fully new concept of a 40 m2 transverse area magnet field in air 

The air-magnet coil (“pancake”) structure  

The air-magnet single coil structure.  

Aluminium coils with internal cooling 

European Strategy for Neutrino Oscillations  May 2012 "

Power consumption 
of about 3 MW  

AIR-Magnets!

Slide 20"

Fully new concept of a 40 m2 transverse area magnet field in air 

The air-magnet coil (“pancake”) structure  

The air-magnet single coil structure.  

Aluminium coils with internal cooling 

European Strategy for Neutrino Oscillations  May 2012 "

Power consumption 
of about 3 MW  The air magnet coil structure

(“pancake”)
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The ultimate experiment NESSiE

Reconstruction capabilities with NESSiE

Demanding task: measure both charge and momentum over a large energy range

Complementarity of NESSiE spectrometers in the low (<1 GeV) and high
energy domains

Transverse profile of the global
magnetic field (air plus iron)

50 

 

Figure 45. The air-magnet field map in a 3-D model. 

 

Figure 45a. The transverse profile of the global (air plus iron) magnetic field. 

3.3 The Detectors   

3.3.1 Detectors for the iron magnets. 

The NESSiE Near and Far spectrometers will be instrumented with large 
area detectors, for precision tracking of muon paths, high momentum resolu-
tion and charge identification capabilities. 

Suitable active detectors for the iron magnets are Resistive Plate Cham-
bers (RPCs) with plastic laminate electrodes, a well established technology for 
building large area detectors at an affordable price, presently in use at LHC 
([17], [18] and [19]) as well as in neutrino and astroparticle physics experiments 
([20], [21]). RPCs are gaseous ionization detectors with parallel resistive elec-
trode plates, as sketched in Figure 46. A single gas-filled gap delimited by bake-
lite resistive electrodes is the simplest set-up commonly used in streamer mode 

Charge misidentification percentage
including selection, efficiency and reconstruction

procedures

40 


  

























  






  







  


























  

























  






  






 
Figure 31. The charge mis-identification percentage including all the selection, efficiency and 
reconstruction procedures by the NESSiE system. The blue dots correspond to the measure per-
formed by the magnetic field in air, the red (black) dots correspond to the magnetic field in iron 
with the two (one) arms. 

3.1 The Iron Magnets 

The mechanical design of the Far site Iron-Magnet is well advanced, 
some details being given in Figure 32. The magnet is basically built assembling 
iron slabs of 5860 mm height, 1246 mm wide and 50 mm thick: 294 slabs are 
needed to complete the magnet. The height of the Far site experimental hall is 
fixed to 8 m by the need of lifting up the iron slabs with the crane and then 
pulling them down into the NESSiE pit (see later). 

 
Figure 32. Transverse and longitudinal views of the FAR site iron magnet. 

If the assembly will proceed according to the OPERA scheme, the 
individual iron slabs, once in the pit, will be assembled in planes using first the 
magnet base and a temporary support structure placed between the two arms. 
The construction will start from the innermost planes of the two arms. As the 
magnet is also instrumented by RPC detector elements, the orthogonal readout 
strip planes and the extra insulating material to prevent HV discharges toward 
the iron will be sandwiched between consecutive iron walls. Once the magnet 
top will be put in place the mechanical structure will be self substaining. At this 
stage the magnet could then be moved into its final position. The total iron 
mass will amount to 1515 t. The air pad technology, successfully used for the 
displacement of large portions of the CMS detector, could be applied. For illus-

Air magnet
Two iron magnet arms (one iron magnet arm)
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The ultimate experiment NESSiE

Physics reach: sensitivities to appearance anomalies

Expected sensitivity for the proposed experiment: νµ beam (left) and ν̄µ beam
(right) for 4.5×1019 p.o.t. (1 year) and 9.0×1019 p.o.t. (2 years) respectively

2 LAr-TPC’s at CERN-SPS

Slide 24"

Comparing LSND sensitivities"

Expected sensitivity for the proposed experiment: νµ beam (left) 
and anti-νµ (right) for 4.5 1019 pot (1 year) and 9.0 1019 pot (2 years) 
respectively.  LSND allowed region is fully explored in both cases. 

European Strategy for Neutrino Oscillations  May 2012 "

LSND allowed region is fully explored in both cases
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The ultimate experiment NESSiE

Physics reach: sensitivities to disappearance anomalies

Expected sensitivity for 1 year νµ beam (4.5×1019 p.o.t.)

2 LAr-TPC’s at CERN-SPS

15 

energy regions in the MiniBooNE antineutrino analysis, fall well within the 
reach of this proposal. 

1.2.2 νe and νµ disappearance signals 
In Figure 7 the sensitivity for νe disappearance search in the sin2(2θnew) - 

Δm2
new plane is shown for the presently proposed experiment with an integrat-

ed intensity of 4.5x1019 pot, corresponding to two years of data taking at the 
presently available beam intensity. The oscillation parameter region related to 
the “anomalies” from the combination of the published reactor neutrino exper-
iments, Gallex and Sage calibration sources experiments [6] is completely ex-
plored. 

 
 
Figure 7: Oscillation sensitivity in the sin2(2θnew) vs. Δm2

new distribution for the CERN-SPS neu-
trino beam (1 year). A 1% overall and 3% bin-to-bin systematic uncertainty on the energy spec-
trum is included. Combined disappearance “anomalies” from the published reactor neutrino, 
Gallex and Sage calibration sources experiments are also shown.  

 
  
Figure 8: The sensitivity plot (at 90% C.L.) for the negative-focusing option considering three 
years of the CERN-SPS beam (2 years in anti-neutrino and 1 year in neutrino mode) from CC 
events fully reconstructed in NESSiE+LAr. Red line:  νµ exclusion limit. The three filled areas 
correspond to the present exclusion limits on the νµ from CCFR, CDHS and Sci-
BooNE+MiniBooNE  experiments (at 90% C.L.). Orange line: recent exclusion limits on νµ  from 
MiniBooNE alone measurement. 

Reactor and Gallium allowed region is fully explored
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The ultimate experiment NESSiE

Sensitivity to νµ disappearance

NESSiE can disentangle νµ and ν̄µ

νµ/ν̄µ disappearance for 1 year ν̄µ beam

Non oscillated-Oscillated in the NESSiE Far
Detector

Example of oscillation signal for ∆m2 ∼2 eV2Muon disappearance signal!

Measured muon momenta in Far detector for anti-νµ CC  and νµ CC  
with oscillation (red)  compared to the non-oscillated distribution. Event rates 
are for 4.5x1019 pot at 100 GeV, negative polarity reconstructed in the fiducial 
volumes of the Spectrometer alone  

28 

 

1 year of anti-neutrinos ! 
 
 

90% C.L. sensitivity for 2 years ν̄µ
beam and 1 year νµ beamSensitivity to νµ disappearance!

Slide 25"European Strategy for Neutrino Oscillations  May 2012 "

Present proposal 
(2+1 years) 

90% C.L. sensitivity  for 2 
years  anti-ν +  1 year ν 
Exclusion limits : 
 CCFR, CDHS, SciBooNE + 
MiniBooNE 
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Conclusions

Conclusions

A number of experimental results appear anomalous in the context of
the standard 3 neutrino framework, and can be explained by a sterile
neutrino with mass around 1 eV

The data collected to date present an incomplete, perhaps even
contradictory picture

A conclusive and complete test appear to be mandatory in order to
confirm or refute the light sterile neutrino hypothesis: the ultimate
experiment!

The NESSiE spectrometers, complementing a LAr target experiment,
will offer remarkable discovery potentialities, collecting a very large
number of unbiased events both in the ν and ν̄ channels

Definitive clarification of the physics issue:

bring anomalies to evidence or get rid of them
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Conclusions

Thank you for your attention!
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